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10/10 will anschluss again. Ok so I don't think this is worth Buying if you have a lot of skill for these games and this is pretty
much a pre order Bonus. But for people dats new to This kind of Game I recommend you buy it. This game is the most glorious
thing I have ever come into the possession of. A true masterpiece.. Fantastic visual novel, with a lot of choices that even matter.

Nice artwork and storyline (and characters, by the way).

Well, the sexual content tag can be misleading, because its not really explicit sex scenes, but more of a romance\/dating story.

Not too complicated and fun to read through.. Is network problem game.. A fun and cute Match 3 game :). Master Levels for
Doom II is a joke. If someone downloaded around 2000 Counter Strike 1.6 custom maps and sold it to me for money, I’d call
them crazy and ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. That is exactly what I would call the Master levels for Doom II, a crazy and ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
investment.. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 Raven Shield/Gold Edition is a classic Rainbow Six game which has all the tactical
and strategy plans that every Rainbow Six fan will love. You will have split of 3 teams which are the Red team, Green team, and
Gold team. With your team you must complete the objectives strategically and execute it beautifully. I say this because you can't
save your game on this game. You have to make sure your plan is perfect and strike accordingly to your plan. You can also
customize your teams weapons, weapon attachments, gadget selection, etc.

All in all I highly recommend this game because it is fun and challenging. Get this game when it goes on sale! :)
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I had bought this game previously from another source but have re-bought it here. Yes I love this game that much! I highly
recommend this game thoroughly enjoy playing so much that I play it over and over. Cant wait for the release of part two and I
am so excited to be able to play the part two playable demo in just under eight hours time. I'm counting down the hours and
minutes.. The game - a simulator of the developer of the game, after its update on Steam.. The puzzles and the story are not
fun..... This game is AWESOME!!!! Especially the soundtrack <3. downloaded it. opened it. went to go play it...huge 3D boxes
and triangles shoot across my screen when I click on anything on the screen or run over it with my mouse. awesome.. This is an
old, but good game series. This Collection comes with four games, Jewel Quest, Jewel Quest II, Jewel Quest III, and Jewel
Quest Mysteries: Curse of the Emerald Tear. The first three are Match-3 games, while the Mysteries title adds Hidden Object
and other types to the gaming experience.

This is a fine collection, and if you have the nostalgia, well-worth the price.. This game is essentially what it's advertised as. It's
very fast paced & helps you practice your reflexes. That pretty much sums up the game in a nutshell. Worthwhile if discounted
or if you enjoy testing your skills. It's very minimal in design with a high difficulty curve. Pretty much exactly as advertised.
Reflex Training.... Okay I'm editing my review after playing for 13 hours. I think the game is too easy and repetitive. The traps
aren't procedurally generated so it becomes a cakewalk. You'll learn trap patterns after about 2-4 hours of gameplay. The new
Nightmare difficulty doesn't make it harder, It just makes you play more cautiously because on Nightmare every trap can kill
you in one just hit. I just wish there was a more random nature to the traps. This is an issue the first game had and it's a shame it
hasn't been addressed.

The combat in Carnage mode is a mess, it usually comes down to both plays wildly swinging until someone dies. You'll die
unfair deaths because you'll be bombarded with someone erratically hammering down on you. There's no skill to this mode just
yet and if you really want you can just play it safe and wait it out until everyone is dead.

That being said I still recommend it. This game is unlike anything else, it's cheap, fun and you'll definitely get your moneys
worth. I personally think PVE is way more enjoyable, maybe if the devs continue to support the game Carnage mode (their
version of Battle Royale) can be something special. The fact the game is in Early Access gives me hope that it will become
something truly special, the foundation is there but now it's up to the devs.. This is the first fulfillment of something I've wanted
to see in VR for quite some time, flying around with rockets in your hands! Sure the 'game' is minimal here - it's an experience,
but again makes me want more. Definitely worth checking out.
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